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Abstract 

Pseudo cartesian coordinates are used to represent the magnetic field and 
toroidal ripple magnitudes in a Hamiltonian guiding center formalism. The 
resulting code ORBITX is three to eight times as fast as previous guiding 
center codes. 
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I. Introduction 

Premature loss of high energy particles, and in particular fusion alpha 
particles, is very deleterious in a fusion reactor, not only for the loss of en
ergy, which makes it more difficult to reach ignition, but also for the wall 
damage inflicted. Because of this it is necessary to make long-time simula
tions, on the order of the alpha particle slowing down time, with a number 
of test particles sufficient to give predictions with reasonable statistical ac
curacy. Furthermore it is desirable to do this for a large number of equilibria 
with different characteristic magnetic field ripple, to best optimize engineer
ing designs. In addition, modification of the particle distribution due to 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes such as the sawtooth mode present 
in the plasma can be important, and this effect requires additional simula
tion. Thus the large number of necessary simulations means any increase 
of computing speed in guiding center codes is an important improvement in 
predictive capability. Previous guiding center codes using numerical equilib
ria such as ORBIT 1 evaluated the local field strength and ripple magnitude 
using Lagrangian interpolation on a grid. Evaluation of these quantities four 
times per time step (using a fourth order Runge-Kutta routine) constitutes 
the major computational effort of the code. In the present work we repre
sent the field quantities through an expansion in terms of pseudo-cartesian 
coordinates formed from the magnetic coordinates. The simplicity of the 
representation gives four important advantages over previous methods: 

1. A much more rapid calculation of field quantities, while still giving an 
accurate representation of the field. 

2. A very compact representation of the field, which allows simple data 
exchange. 

3. A physical interpretation of the coefficients in the representation of B. 
4. A convenient means of carrying out sensitivity studies, in particular 

that of particle loss under equilibrium modification. 



II. Guiding Center Equations 

We begin with the contravariant and covariant expressions for an axisym-
metric equilibrium field2'1 

B = VC x Vtfp + ? V * „ x V0, (1) 

B = S VC + /Vtf + <5Vtfp, (2) 

with Wp the poloidal flux, 6 the poloidal angle, and ( the toroidal angle. The 
coordinate system is a straight field line one, i.e. qi'ilp) (the safety factor) 
gives the local helicity of a field line q = dC,/d6. The function g{9p) is the 
poloidal current flowing outside the surface $ p , and / ( ^ p ) is the toroidal 
current flowing inside the surface. The poloidal angle is chosen so that the 
Jacobian J~l = V * p • (V0 x V£) is given by B2 J = gq + I with the volume 
element given by d3x = Jdtyvd&dC,. The magnetic field strength £?(<JP,0) 
is independent of the coordinate (,. The toroidal flux $ is related to the 
poloidal flux through dV/dVp = q(9p). The functions </($„) and g(vfp) are 
freely chosen functions describing the equilibrium. In a large aspect ratio 
circular equilibrium with B = 1 — rcos(6) these function are given to two 
orders in inverse aspect ratio by ty = r 2 / 2 , g = 1, / = r2/q, S •— 0, J = q/B2, 
with the field normalized to its value on axis and distances normalized to the 
major radius. 

Hamiltonian guiding center equations are 3 " 5 , 1 

dP<- an ^ 
~df ~ ~d'U di 
-± = -d<H -±=dP(H (3) 

£«-** f-ft* (4) 
where Pg = I(p\\ + a) + $ and P( ~ g(p\\ + a) — Vp are the canonical 

momenta with p\\ = v\\/B and 

H=l-p\B2 + nB + <l> (5) 

is the Hainiltonian with $ the electric potential and a giving the magnetic 
perturbation through 5B = V x aB. Here and in the following we use units 
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given by the on-axis gyro frequency (t ime), and the major radius (distance). 
In these units p = v2E is the gyro radius, which is the small parameter 
in the guiding center approximation. A very important feature of these 
equations is that motion is given by the flux functions g(^p), I ^ p ) , and 
q ( $ p ) , the field magnitude B(9p,0), and the ripple magnitude SB(9p, 0, £) 
only, and real space (metric) quantities such as the Jacobian do not enter. 
The effect of ripple is added peturbatively by replacing the magnitude of B 
in the Hamiltonian with B($p,0) + SB(9P,0, Q. 

After some algebra, 5 ' 1 , 6 the guiding center equations become 

<MV __ / [ a c * - p l | f i > 0 c a + ( p j j B + /i)fl tfll 
dt D 

g[de$ - p\{B2d$a + {p\B + »)deB] 
D 

d9 ^ i i f i ' j l - g V u + a ) - ^ ] 
dt D 

g[d*v* + {plB + lx)d*rB] 
D (<> 

dC -I(p?{B + fi)d9rB - Id*,* + P\\B2[g + /'(p|| + a) + Id*pa] 
dt~ D 

<ft»H ( - 1 + 9'(P\\ + <*) + 9d*pa)[(p\B + p)deB + &»] 
dt D 

(q + / ' ( „ , + a) + mpa)[(plB + v)d(B + dc*>] 
D 

(gdsa - Idca){d<nrB + dyp$] 
D 

vhere 

(6) 

(8) 

- dta (9) 

D = gq + I+(pu + a)(9r-Ig'), (10) 

derivatives with respect to $ p . The perturbation a is ex-
an expansion in harmonics 

a = ^ a m , n ( $ p , t)sin(n( — m.8 — ujt). (11) 
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The choice of the representation for the functions I, g, q, B and SB 
is dictated by the numerical requirements of the code. We wish to have 
expressions which are very easy to evaluate, with equally simple derivatives. 
In this work we introduce the pseudo cartesian coordinates 

x = ^pcos{e) (12) 

y = y/%sin($). (13) 

The simplest procedure is to express all flux functions in expansions in powers 
of the flux typ, and to express B and SB through polynomials in x,y. Thus 

B = '£blPl(x,y). (14) 
i 

A natural truncation is to include all polynomials up to a given order. 
This representation is similar to a spline with a single grid mesh. There is 
only a single set of coefficients 6j for B, with minimal memory retrieval. For 
example, assuming up-down symmetry ( Pt even in y) and truncating at fifth 
order we have the set Pj(x, y) = 1, x, x2,y2, x 3 , xy2, x4, x2y2, y4, x 5 , x 3 y 2 , xy4. 
Of course polynomials odd in y may be added if desired. 

This representation has two advantages. First of all, to leading order (low 
beta, large aspect ratio) the field is B = 1 — ax, and thus the expansion is well 
suited to describe B and is rapidly convergent. Second, derivatives of the form 
dB/dx, dB/dy are trivially evaluated, and dyp = (x/29p)dx+(y/29p)dy, and 
do = xdy — ydx. Plots of orbits in real space require the additional functions 
X(x,y) and Y(x,y) giving the transformation to real cartesian coordinates, 
which are also represented in terms of the P/. These functions are not re
quired in order to follow an orbit, but only to plot a recorded data set, so do 
not contribute significantly to computing requirements. In addition, parti
cle deposition through Monte-Carlo techniques requires the Jacobian ,7(x,y), 
which is represented in a similar manner. It also is not used during particle 
stepping. 

Choosing the volume integrated mean square error in the representation 
as a measure of the goodness of the fit, we find upon minimizing the function 

F = / d3x(B - 2 > f l ( * , s ) ) 2 (15) 
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with respect to 6*, a matrix equation for the coefficients bk 

J2Mklb, = vk (16) 
i 

with Vk = / (PxPk(x,y)B and Mki = J<PxPk(x,y)Pi(x,y) . We have also 
used this solution as a first guess and then searched the nearby space of the 
bk using an annealing procedure to find the set which minimizes the maximum 
error rather than the mean square error. This produces a very small change 
in the bk, allowing the maximum error to be reduced by almost a factor of 2, 
but of course the mean square error is increased. Since following an ensemble 
of orbits entails a volume average sampling of the field, we adopt the mean 
square error as the measure of the goodness of the representation. 

We find that for a number of high current equilibria of varying /? and 
shape, including circular, D-shape, and bean-shape, that the twelve polyno
mials Pi given above are sufficient to represent B to within a mean error of 
0.2% and a local maximum error of 2%. Equilibria with low current and 
high /?, and thus large Shafranov shift, can require more terms to achieve the 
same accuracy. In an equilibrium with large Shafranov shift x is less simply 
related to the metric distance X. It is important to realize that errors in the 
magnitude of B of this magnitude are not of a serious nature. The field being 
represented still possesses the necessary property V- B = 0 and still describes 
nested flux surfaces. The error simply means that it describes a very nearby, 
but perfectly well behaved, field. In fact the constraints on B in order that 
it represent an equilibrium are very weak.' Although such accuracy would 
not suffice for the examination of MHD stability, where minor equilibrium 
changes induce threshold modifications, it is perfectly adequate for guiding 
center motion. In fact, if it were the case that the statistics of particle loss 
were not a continuous function of the form of B, but rather depended in some 
strong or singular way on B, then the whole enterprise of examining alpha 
particle loss in tokamaks would be doomed to failure from the start. It thus 
suffices to check that the particle loss properties are weakly and continuously 
dependent on the functions comprising the equilibrium. The representation 
of B given also allows simple sensitivity tests of particle loss statistics on 
the form of B. We have carried out such tests and find that random small 
variation of the coefficients bi produces small variation in particle loss data. 

In Fig. 1 are shown the coefficients in the expansion of B in polynomials 
in x,y for a sequence of equilibria with circular cross section and the same q 
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profile but different pressure. Here x and y are normalized to their maximum 
values \JWZ with $ „ = $ p evaluated at the last flux surface. The smooth 
dependence of these coefficients makes it possible to interpolate to find a 
similar equilibrium for any plasma pressure. The variation of most terms has 
a simple interpretation. The linearly decreasing coefficient of 1 is due to the 
decrease of the on-axis magnetic field with the Shafranov shift and increasing 
diamagnetic current. Also the decrease in the magnitude of the (negative) 
coefficient of x is due to the shortening of the outboard minor radius with 
the Shafranov shift. The increase in the coefficients of x2y2, x4, and y4 is 
the development of the magnetic well. Terms in x2, x3 and x4 have also 
to do with the conversion between toroidal and poloidal flux, since it is the 
toroidal flux which is proportional to r 2 in the cylindrical low pressure limit, 
and thus depend on the form of the q-profile. It is also clear that a scan of a 
particular set of equilibria to be considered could indicate a different optimal 
choice of the set of polynomials to be used. Note that any new set formed 
by linear combinations of a given set of polynomials gives equivalent results, 
i.e. there is no advantage to be gained by using an orthonormal set. In fact, 
since the norm defining orthonormality is different for each equilibrium, this 
would not be a convenient property in any case. 

In Figs. 2,3 are shown the coefficients 6* for two sequences of D-shaped 
equilibria, with 1 < q < 2.5 and 1 < q < 3.5 respectively. The coefficients 
are observed to be linear functions of (3, and in addition, to depend more 
weakly on /? in the equilibria with larger plasma current. 

In Fig. 4 is shown the dependence of the mean and local maximum error 
oii the value of 6j for the 3% f3 equilibrium of Fig. 1. It is observed that 
the value of 6* determined from the matrix equations, giving the minimum 
average error, and the value giving the smallest local maximum error, are 
very near one another. 

Representation of the magnetic field ripple is best done slightly differently. 
In the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor TFTR, 8 and in most devices, the ripple 
is accurately described through 

SB = d0eV(X~X?+bY'-sin{NC). (17) 

where Xr is the ripple center, b describes the ellipticity of the ripple 
contours, w is the scale length, and N is the number of toroidal field coils. The 
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exponential behavior of the ripple means that a much better approximation 
is given by 

6B = eZtd,p>lx»hin{NC) (18) 

and the di are obtained as above using log(SB) in the matrix equation. 
The time step for each particle is controlled by energy conservation, set 

typically to maintain the error below SE/E = 3 x 10~ 8. A convenient prop
erty of the code is that any error in the derivatives of the field quantities is 
revealed through a major decrease in code speed. The presence of toroidal 
field ripple significantly slows down the code, typically by more than an order 
of magnitude. An alpha particle simulation with TFTR parameters including 
toroidal field ripple requires about 140 steps per transit time T = vj(2i:R). 
The code requires about 1.5 usee per particle step, and a typical run of 250 
particles for a full alpha particle slowing down time of 220,000 transit times 
requires 3.6 hours on the CRAY Y-MP C90. This is about three times as 
fast as the previous code ORBIT. Equilibria requiring fewer terms in the rep
resentation of B and smaller ripple magnitude can give significantly faster 
simulations. 

In addition to errors in lost particle fraction due to errrors in the rep
resentation of B, there are of course statistical errors. The relative role of 
these errors is shown in Fig. 5, where the alpha particle loss fraction in a 
TFTR equilibrium after 1000 toroidal transit times is shown for different 
Monte-Carlo realizations of the particle distribution and different numbers 
of particles, for both the original code ORBIT and ORBITX with nine and 
with twelve terms in the representation of B. The nine term representation 
of B (all terms to fourth order) produces a local maximum error in B of 3%, 
and is only marginally faster than the representation with twelve terms. The 
codes are seen to agree within expected statistical margins. 

To conclude, the representation of the equilibrium through expansions in 
pseudo cartesian coordinates gives a significant improvement in the numerical 
estimate of high energy particle loss in tokamaks, as well as providing simple 
interpretations of the equilibrium description. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 The coefficients bk in the expansion of the field strength, for a 
series of circular equilibria with 1 < q < 3.5 and different /?. The aspect 
ratio is R/a = 3.8. here x and y are normalized to their maximum values in 
the plasma. 

Fig. 2 The coefficients 6* in the expansion of the field strength, for a 
series of D- shaped equilibria with 1 < q < 2.5 and different /?. The aspect 
ratios are R/a = 2.5, R/b = 1.4. 

Fig. 3 The coefficients 6& in the expansion of the field strength, for a 
series of D-shaped equilibria with 1 < q < 3.5 and different /?. The aspect 
ratios are R/a = 3.7, R/b = 2.2. 

Fig. 4 A plot of typical mean and local maximum error in the represen
tation of B as a function of 6]. 

Fig. 5 Statistical distribution of alpha particle loss fraction after one thou
sand toroidal transit times versus the number of particles used N, for different 
Monte-Carlo realizations of the distribution. Open triangles are from OR
BIT, closed triangles from ORBITX with twelve terms in the representation 
of B, and open squares from ORBITX with nine terms in the representation 
of B. Also shown are the statistical y/2Ntoss boundaries within which 2/3 of 
the points should lie. 
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